Einfach. Anders.

Välkommen in der Ikano Group
Ikano Bank in Germany is a member of the international Ikano Group, whose main areas of business include real estate, insurance
and retail in addition to financial services. In 1988, Ikano became an independent group of companies, owned by the Kamprad
family. Ingvar Kamprad is the founder of IKEA®.
The vision of Ikano is to enable people to create a better life. We work together to develop long-term solutions based on fair
terms and simplicity that bring value to our customers and partners.
Based in Sweden, Ikano Bank specialises in services such as store cards, credit cards, personal loans and the deposit business. It
has a successful presence in many countries: Germany, Austria, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, the United Kingdom, Russia
and Poland. In Germany, Ikano Bank is headquartered in Wiesbaden.
We have heard others say that we make up a particularly good team. Now is your opportunity to see for yourself: To the earliest
possible date we are looking to recruit a

Head of Risk (m/f)
Located in Wiesbaden

Look forward to becoming part of Ikano Bank
You can expect an exciting and challenging range of assignments in an environment designed for growth. Varied
tasks facilitate creativity and analytical working methods. With us, you will work within a pragmatic enterprise
with a flat hierarchical structure and a collegial working atmosphere. If we have successfully raised your attention,
we would be delighted to get to know you!

Key responsibilities
Management of the local Branch Risk Team
Represent the Risk function in local Branch Management
forums
Supporting in the implementation of the Ikano Bank
Operational Risk tools
Credit Risk analysis to understand the inherent Credit
Risks in the branch credit portfolios
Create insights through Credit Risk reports for the local
management
Stakeholder Management across several functions and
on all seniority levels
Give input in regards to Credit Risk and Operational Risk
to projects
Create a dynamic work environment where people
continuously develop and contribute to our goals
Lead with Ikano values in mind, always applying common
sense & simplicity in day-to-day situations

Our offer
A fair salary and attractive social benefits
Flexible working hours
National and international opportunities
for development
Ticket for public transport or parking lot
Employee events on a regular basis

We look forward to your online application in
English language through our contracted partner:
hidden professionals, Kaiserstraße 39, 55116 Mainz

Please include: Code IK20180709
Contact person: Jonas Ljungqvist, Ikano Bank AB
(publ), Zweigniederlassung Deutschland.
Further information available from www.ikanobank.de

Profile and qualification
The ideal candidate for this role has at least 5 years of experience from working with Operational Risk or Credit Risk for
Consumers (B2C) in a Bank or Consumer Financing Company.
You are experienced in consumer finance products (loans,
cards). Furthermore you hold a university degree in Finance or
have a relevant bank/industry career. Previous management
experience is essential.
You have experience in leading teams in an international matrix
organization. Your organizational skills along with the ability to
plan and prioritize a varied array of responsibilities and drive
to delivery are excellent. You are fluent in German and English
(written and spoken).

Main objective
Communication and Stakeholder Management skills are key attributes for the position. To be successful a strong cooperation with
stakeholders around the bank is expected which requires proven
communication skills and the ability to explain complex information. In this role you will be a member of the Country Management
Team and cover Credit Risk for Consumers (B2C) and Operational Risk and report to the Chief Risk Officer.

www.hidden-professionals.de

